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To whom it may concern:

Please do not approve.

This application is basically seeking to exploit the United States of America and most of US
 residents for the benefit of the Canadian economy. Indeed foreign export regulations on
 natural gas ensure that Canadians would be the exporting middlemen buying low from the
 USA and selling high overseas. Why other than greed would domestic officials ever approve
 an export system that will endanger the public safety, while depleting natural resources,
 increasing foreign energy dependency, and even drive gas prices up domestically, all to line
 the pockets of Canadian exporters and enrich a few of the elite?

 Approval is neither in the public interest nor in the United State’s national interest, and very
 few of in the general public have heard of this application to comment as they were not
 consulted nor advised. Contrary to the lax attention in notifying very few stakeholders, the
 impacted area is enormous as the pipeline expansion would pollute the majority of the North
 Eastern US with a high pressured, flammable, unlit fuse. Any economic damage from such a
 hazard would already harm the entire nation, even before the deal to economically favor
 Canadian exporters.

Additionally the proponents of proposed AIM expansion have violated the rights of North
 American Native tribes in the United States by failing to consult with tribal governments
 concerning the environmental and cultural impact of the pipeline’s intrusion upon Native
 lands.  Direct consultation was legally required; the application therefore is already shown to
 be both prejudiced against the law of the USA and American Tribal governments and heedless
 of good practice.

Approval of this bad deal would alter the course of history in the western world, to the
 determent of the United States and other domestic governments, and to the remembrance of
 many who currently have no idea what Spectra is up to doing. Rejection of the application is
 highly recommended as this bad economic deal obviously damages the economic and human
 vitality of the nation, by approving incentive to expand explosive gas lines near children’s
 schools, residential areas, earthquake fault lines, and the Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.
 This is the worst possible economic deal and an even worse application in terms of human
 costs. Indeed I have read that already nuclear engineer Paul Blanch is predicting an explosion
 near Indian Point, (where Spectra would like to pump its explosive product a mere 1500 feet
 away), would prove to be more catastrophic than what occurred at Fukushima.  SEE:



 http://capitalismvsclimate.org/cromwell/

Please do not ever scar me with your approval of a preventable disaster. In my town 6 workers
 lives have been lost in disaster involving natural gas at the Kleen Energy plant in Middletown
 CT. Now Spectra wants to expand its gas lines near a middle school in our county… this
 reckless greed of energy companies to profit in spite of viable, safer, and more economically
 independent solar and wind technologies is unacceptable and has shed human blood. This is
 no hum-drum day with office paperwork as your impact has huge consequences for other
 human begins.

Please consider the cost,

April Fawn Scheller

Concerned citizen

Middletown CT USA




